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ABSTRACT 

Due to its anonymity and non-traceability,it is very difficult to 
research websites on the dark network. The research of the dark 
network is very important for our network security. Now there is 
very little data for studying the dark network,so we independently 
developed dark web  crawler that runs automatically. This article 
will detail the implementation process of our dark web crawler 
and  the data analysis process of crawled data. Currently,we can 
use crawled data to detect if multiple urls belong to the same site. 
We can use data to extract features of similar websites and we 
have generated an ever-increaing data set  that can be used 
for simple website classification.We use the crawled data as a 
categorical dataset to categorize newly discovered urls.When we 
get the a certain number of new urls,we crawl again and the 
crawled data will be added to the previous data set. After multiple 
rounds of crawling,our data sets will be more and more 
abundant. through our approach,we can solve the problem that the 
dark network data is small,researchers can use our method to get 
enough data to study all aspects of the dark network.  

CCS Concepts 

• Security and privacy➝ Security services➝ Pseudonymity, 

anonymity and untraceability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Dark Net  

The dark net is only a small part of the deep net, but because of its 
anonymity,it has become a paradise for criminals,a growing 
number of illegal behavior take place in the dark networks [9], 
because it is anonymous,we effectively regulatory control is 
difficult. So the dark network is full of drugs, pornography,and 
violent content. A large number of illegal transactions occur every 
day.Dark net also has a good side,such as protecting privacy and 

communicating anonymously.Facebook in launch its own online 
website in  dark  net, after about a year,the number of Facebook 
pages that visited the dark has increased to 52.5 million. As of 
april 2016, this number has further increased,eventually breaking 
the record of 100 million records per month.[1],as we can see, the 
dark network is not only the dark side.Common dark net includes 
P2P networks, Freenet and Tor net,if you want to access the dark 
net,it  requires specialized tools such as tor (onion router), I2P and 
Freenet, Tor is the most popular tool. 

1.2  tor network 
In the dark net,the most people used tor.Tor uesd all based 
on TCP application protocol,when we pass tor access to relevant 
network resources,such as visiting the site,it will downloads all 
tor  node information from the directory server, and then based on 
each node announcement bandwidth, online duration, the set exit 
access policy and other factors select three nodes as the entry 
section [2]. In the tor network, the communication between the 
user and the server needs to go through many routers. In addition, 
communication between any two routers uses a different 
encryption key [6]. Therefore, no one can track where the real 
users and servers are, so anonymous services can be guaranteed.    

1.3 Data collection 
Dark Web site data with the particularity and 
sensitivity characteristics,publicly available data set is not 
much, at present,  Gwern Branwen collect published data sets are 
popular, the data set has been published for several years, because 
the dark network website generally has a short life cycle, many 
websites in the data sets  have been invalidated . If this data set is 
used again, it will not reflect the characteristics of the current dark 
network. The more popular dark data collection tool is onionscan, 
which can scan out the privacy leakage risks in the dark web site, 
as the dark web develops, less things can be scanned. The network 
has a number of open-source darknet collection system, but they 
can’t meet our needs, they lack versatility, and some of the 
collection system are complex and difficult to install 
successfully, so the best way to collect data  is to write our own 
data collection tools, this article has independently developed a 
crawler system that is easy to install and use.  

1.4 Introduce the structure of the article 
In the first section, we introduces the basic knowledge of the dark 
net, which can have a basic understanding of the dark net. The 
second part provides a brief overview of the dark web crawler 
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system and the purpose of the analysis, which helps to understand 
the general function of our crawler system. The third part 
introduces the specific implementation steps of the crawler and 
the analysis of the data set. We'll explain the key steps in running 
a crawler system to help more people develop their own crawler 
systems. The fourth part introduces the usefulness of the dataset. 
we verify the effect of the dataset implementation classification 
and use the dataset to find sites with multiple urls.The five 
sections summarize our papers and give a brief introduction  of  
our future work. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE CRAWLER  

2.1 The difficulty of crawler 

It is difficult to obtain the dark web address from  the normal web, 
the dark web URL is not named regularly and different from 
the web address  www.google.com  that is simple and easy to 
remember. The dark web urls is a random combination of a series 
of letters and numbers. The dark URL is similar to 
hfdjsaj3jndsjcnjschffhvjdwwkn34n.onion, such a URL is 
impossible to remember by our brain,  because of the special 
nature of the dark network and its short life cycle,  it is difficult to 
obtain a dark web site, If you want to study a specific category of 
dark network, one  URL is not enough, there must be enough 
urls ,to get a lot of web site also is difficult. There are a lot of 
posts on the Reddit website [3],dark web url also can be found on 
the dark web site. we  found  some dark web site urls in the 
normal web, but 70% website has been shut down, the figure1 is a 
normal network website that published out of the dark network 
website. 

 

 

                           Figure 1 darknet  url 

The dark network login requires a tor agent, so it requires a 
specific browser to log in.The dark network is different from the 
ordinary network, it is anonymous, so access to it requires special 
tools, if the terminal logged into the dark network, use the pip 
install tor command to install it, and then set up a proxy, in 
general, the window of the login method is more convenient,  we 
used tor browser, first go to the official website to download the 
tor browser, set up the proxy and then you can access the Internet 
like a normal browser. the page of the tor browser is as shown 
figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Tor browser startup 

The  dark web site has a short life cycle, because many websites 
are engaged in illegal activities, they are either shut down by law 
enforcement agencies or due to poor management. So getting the 
crawled darknet site may expire in a few days, so our 
crawler needs to crawl for a long time. 

2.2 Achieve the function 
Automatic crawling: we give the crawler a set of urls that are the 
same category of darknet,  the crawler will crawl automatically.  
The system crawl the website by category. Later, the crawler will 
use the crawled data to generate a data set and directly classify the 
newly discovered URLs, so  the data sets will become more and 
more abundant. 

File save: the crawler saves the required content,the current 
content includes the text content of the website,the title 
and the onion address  that we have not crawled. 

Data processing: We need data that can be used for classification. 
In general, crawling data cannot be used directly, so data needs 
special processing to meet our requirements.  When crawling dark 
web, some websites are not accessible,so you first need to remove 
empty files,after a simple process, we got the data that we 
wanted.  

2.3 Data Analysis 

Our first task is to generate a data set for classification. the data 
set obtained by our crawling. For the data, we will further analyze 
it. we can find a website with multiple url addresses, and we can 
get some specific information for a specific category of websites. 

3.  CRAWLER  IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Get the dark web URL 
There are some sites or blog will provide some dark web 
site, such as: https://thehiddenwiki.org/, Through the open source 
project Onionscan, you can not only discover the threat of privacy 
breaches in dark networks, it  also can add new URLs to the dark 
web list and it can crawl new urls continuously, through it we can 
get urls [10] continuously, but the list is  messy. We get url 
through the dark web, some dark webs will provide dark web 
URLs, and they are classed, which is what we need, through the 
dark web  dirnxxdraygbifgc Onion, we can get to a variety of  
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specific categories [8] of urls,  which greatly facilitated our 
work , Figure 3 illustrates the URL we obtained. 

 

Figure 3  website list 

3.2 Running dark web crawlers 
Our crawler system use python 's selenium module to simulate 
login, using beautifulsoup module to get data, crawler can run 
in any python environment, if we want to run it, we  mainly need 
to install selenium,re and beautiful soup module, after the 
installation is complete, system call selenium module to crawl the 
dark web site. The specific steps are as follows: 
 Tor is essential for logging in to the dark network[7].  We use 
the tor browser. The browser downloads from the official website. 
After the installation is completed, if the network cannot directly 
connect to the tor, it will need the local proxy settings. The proxy 
type has socks4, socks5 and http//https. If you use 
the gaogent proxy,  just set the proxy type to " http/https ",  set the 
address to " 127.0.0.1 ", and set the port to " 8087 ". Similarly, we 
can set other SCOKS class agents and so on. 
The main modules used are the selenium module and 
the beautifulsoup module. The selenium module is used to 
simulate and control the browser. To use this module, you also 
need to download the kernel driver of the browser[5]. The 
tor browser is based on firefox, so we can download the firefox 
driver, after the download is complete, this module will be 
available. The beautifulsoup module is a module that is used to 
match specific content. Then system crawl the dark web by 
category, we crawl the URL of each website and extract the title, 
new onion url and text content in the web page. For text extraction 
we use the beautifulsoup.text method. For url extraction we use 
the re module, if there is a new dark web addresses,we will saved 
it, eventually we will get a list of  darknet urls. Later, for new urls, 
we can use the constructed categorical dataset to categorize it.  
When you start running the crawler, the page will display the 
number of darknet urls. When you crawl a website, the page 
displays the URL of the crawling website and the website title. If 
the title shows a messy character, it  indicates that this url failed to 
crawl. In figure4, the first URL is successfully crawled, the 
second url crawl failed: 

 

Figure 4. crawl page 

We constructed two datasets, one containing only the website 
URL and the title, and the other containing all the text content of 
the site, as shown in the following image: 

 
Figure 5. data set one 

 

Figure6 data set two 

3.3 data processing 
We use the crawled text content to construct our dataset, we need 
to remove the url address for the first data set, if we fail to access 
the site, we will generate an empty file.It  belong to the abnormal 
data ,we need to remove the abnormal data. Using the data set, we 
can classify the new URLs during our crawling process, so  our 
data sets will become more and more abundant.  

3.4 Data Analysis 
For the title, if two sites have the same site title,  the two websites 
are likely to be the same website. Therefore, the keywords of the 
two websites are extracted,if the keywords are the same, then the 
two sites can be considered a website.The method can reduce the 
repetition rate of the website, which is very helpful for evaluating 
the size of the dark network [11]. For one class  site we have a 
comprehensive analysis, the analysis results will generate a word 
cloud,by figure7 and figure8, we can have a general 
understanding of the characteristics of such websites, for the two 
categories of websites, we can see that there are significant 
differences. 

 

Figure 7 . all darknet word cloud 
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Figure 8. Encrypted market word cloud image 

 
 By analyzing the crawling results, we briefly summarize some of 
the most frequently occurring words on various websites. The 
frequency of occurrence of the words is  shown in the table1:  

Table 1 dark net high frequency word list 

Word rank All website Market 
website 

Financial 
website 

1 Preteen $ BTC 

2 Tor Change Number 

3 Free Percent Card 

4 Bitcoin Supply Credit 

5 Free Price Information 

6 Sex BTC Account 

 

4. DATA SET VERIFICATION 
We use the support vector machine to run in the generated data set, 
and the running classification result reaches 90% correct rate, 
which is enough for our research needs. In actual research work, 
we do not need a particularly high accuracy rate, as long as we 
can get enough websites of the same category.We use our crawled 
data to generate two data sets, a data set that contains  the site title, 
the data named data_set1,another data set that contains the title 
and text of the site, the data named data_set2, the results show 
they all can achieve a good classification effection, the running 
results are as follows : 

 

Figure 9   data_set1 running result 

 

 

Figure 10 data_set2 running result 

Through data analysis, we found that many websites have 
different urls. Previous studies have estimated the size of dark 
nets by the number of dark web sites, this is inaccurate. We need 

to further explore whether different urls are the same site. As  
figure11 shown, although the URLs are different, they are the 
same website. 

 

 

Figure11 same site with different  urls 

5. CONCLUSION 
We developed the dark web crawler and generated a data set. 
when we get a new URL by our crawlers, we will further crawl 
and add it to our dataset,through this method, we can get enough 
data. As the data set continues to increase, it will satisfy our 
understanding of the dark world. In the future work, we will 
continue to enrich the data set and  develop a more convenient 
dark network analysis platform. 
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